Summary: STEM is a software package written in the C language to obtain maximum likelihood (ML) estimates for phylogenetic species trees given a sample of gene trees under the coalescent model. It includes options to compute the ML species tree, search the space of all species trees for the k trees of highest likelihood and compute ML branch lengths for a user-input species tree. Availability: The STEM package, including source code, is freely available at
INTRODUCTION
The increasing availability of sequence data from multiple loci for inferring phylogenetic trees has led to a growing awareness that the evolutionary histories of individual genes may differ substantially from the underlying species tree. This incongruence can result from numerous process, including horizontal transfer, gene duplication and incomplete lineage sorting (deep coalescence) (Maddison, 1997) . When phylogenetic trees representing the species history are of primary interest, it is therefore necessary to either modify standard phylogenetic methods to handle multi-locus data, or to develop new methods that explicitly model the source of discord (Ane et al., 2007; Liu, 2008; Liu and Pearl, 2007) . Although several recent studies have claimed that the commonly used procedure of concatenating multi-gene data prior to phylogenetic analysis performs well (Chen and Li, 2001; Rokas et al., 2003) , others have highlighted situations in which such procedures fail (Carstens and Knowles, 2007; Kolaczkowski and Thornton, 2004; Kubatko and Degnan, 2007; Mossel and Vigoda, 2005) .
Here, we describe a new software package called STEM that estimates the maximum likelihood (ML) species tree from a sample of gene trees, assuming that discord between the observed gene trees and the species tree arises solely from the coalescent process (Kingman, 1982) . As is the case with other available programs for estimating species phylogenies from multilocus data [e.g. BEST, Liu (2008) ], STEM assumes no recombination within loci, free recombination between loci and no gene flow following speciation. * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
STEM provides the analytically derived ML estimate of the species trees when only a single estimate is desired. In addition, STEM provides a capability for searching the space of species trees for a collection of k species trees with high likelihood, where k is set by the user. Finally, STEM can compute ML branch lengths on any given species tree, which reduces the search for high-likelihood trees to a discrete (topology only) space, as well as allows evaluation of any species tree of interest.
As noted above, the programs BEST (Liu, 2008; Liu and Pearl, 2007) and BUCKy (Ane et al., 2007) are related to STEM in that they also seek to provide a species-level phylogenetic estimate. However, STEM is distinct from these in that (i) it uses a maximum likelihood, rather than Bayesian, framework to obtain an estimate; and (ii) the availability of analytic results in the ML case using gene trees as the data allow computations to be carried out more rapidly than the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based analyses utilized by these programs.
DESCRIPTION

Phylogenetic model
Let g j denote the gene tree topology and branch lengths for the tree representing locus j (j = 1,2,....N) in a sample of N loci. Assuming that the N loci are sampled independently throughout the genome, the likelihood function is
where S represents the species tree and τ is the set of branch lengths on that tree. The function f (.|.) is the gene tree density under the coalescent model given by Rannala and Yang (2003) . We note that this density is general enough to allow samples of multiple lineages per species-level taxon. Membership of alleles to species-level taxa is specified as input to STEM. The likelihood in (1) is a function of the parameter θ = 4N e µ, where N e is the effective population size and µ is the per-site mutation rate. In the most general case, θ may vary along species tree branches. However, it is not uncommon to assume a single θ for the entire tree. For example, Liu (2006) showed that when it can be assumed that there is a single θ for the entire tree, it is possible to analytically derive the joint ML estimate of θ and of the species tree topology and branch lengths. He calls the estimator of the tree obtained in this way the Maximum Tree (MT), and shows that it is a consistent estimator of the species tree when the gene trees and branch lengths are known without error.
Mossel and Roch (2009) also consider a sample of gene trees with branch lengths known without error and derive a consistent estimator of the species tree in the case in which θ is known (but not necessarily equal) for all branches of the species tree, which they call the GLASS tree (an acronym for Global LAteSt Split, which is derived from the method used to compute it). The GLASS tree coincides with MT whenever it can be assumed that the θ along all branches of the species tree are the same and take their value from the MLE for θ. The relationship of the ML tree returned by STEM to these methods is noted below.
Input to the STEM program requires a sample of gene trees with branch lengths in units of expected number of nucleotide substitutions per site along with an overall value of θ to be applied to all loci. The value of θ is used to convert gene tree branch lengths into coalescent units (number of 2N e generations) by multiplying all gene tree branch lengths by 1/θ. Further, because evolutionary rates may vary across sampled loci, the user may also provide rates to be applied to each locus separately. For example, if rate r i is specified for locus i, then all branch lengths in gene tree i will be additionally multipied by 1/r i . In addition to adjusting for variation in the mutation rate of each locus, the r i values allow the user to adjust for ploidy in the individual genes (e.g. the rate provided for an mtDNA locus should be divided by 2 to incorporate the haploid status of this marker). While selection of the θ and r i values is completely at the discretion of the user, reasonable settings for these parameters can be straightforwardly obtained. For example, the θ parameter could be estimated by some available method, such as Watterson's estimator (Watterson, 1975) . The r i values could be estimated by examining average divergence from an outgroup, as suggested by Yang (2002) .
STEM output
When the ML estimate of the species tree is requested, STEM returns the MT of Liu (2006) for the particular user-specified values of θ and the gene-specific rates. STEM is also able to evaluate the likelihood for any given species tree rapidly by incorporating a new result that analytically derives ML branch lengths for an arbitrary species tree under (1). The details of this result, which is an extension of the work of Liu (2006) , are provided in Supplementary Material 1. In addition, STEM includes an option to search this space for a set of species trees of high likelihood using a simulated annealing algorithm, similar to that used by Salter and Pearl (2001) .
Performance
We demonstrate the usefulness of the STEM package using simulated data. First, a sample of 10 gene trees is generated from the species tree in Figure 1a using the program COAL (Degnan and Salter, 2005) . Branches y and z were set to 1.0 coalescent units, while branch length x was varied between 0.2 and 1.0 in increments of 0.2, to include settings in which inference of the species tree is known to be difficult (Kubatko and Degnan, 2007) . The second step is the simulation of DNA sequence data along the sampled gene trees using Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) . Once the data are generated, ML estimates of the individual gene trees are obtained using the program PAUP* (Swofford, 2003) and then used as input to STEM. The entire simulation was repeated 100 times for each value of x. Figure 1b compares the results of the STEM program with the naive method of estimating a single ML tree from the concatenated sequence. For both methods (STEM and concatenation), the same mutation model (JC69) was used to generate data and to perform ML estimation in PAUP* in order to remove model misspecification as a source of error in species tree estimates. STEM clearly shows an improvement over concatenation in this setting, even when species tree branch lengths are short.
CONCLUSION
As the availability of multi-locus data for inference of species trees increases, the need for development of software to model relationships between gene and species trees is also increasing. STEM provides a computationally efficient method to estimate ML species phylogenies and to explore the likelihood surface under the coalescent model for a given sample of gene trees that will serve as a useful compliment to the more comptuationally intensive Bayesian methods (Ane et al., 2007; Liu, 2008) currently available.
